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What is a birth plan? Why create one?

There is no "standard" way of creating a birth plan. We have
created this workbook to give you the tools to get started. We
encourage you to personalize each section or add sections as
needed.

A birth plan is a way to clearly communicate your birth
philosophy, vision and expectations. The plan is designed to
inform everyone on your birth team of your preferences.

Dr Thea  & Dr Brian
The Powerhouse Chiropractic Inc

You may find it helpful to design your plan with your partner,
so they can be part of the decision making process and assist
in implementing the details.

As you create your plan, remember that your body is
beautifully designed to deliver your baby safely. Trust your
body to give birth with the support of your birth team.
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Top 10 To-Do's When Designing Your Birth Plan

Keep your birth plan short, simple and easy to
understand. It needs to be easy for your care giver
and support team to read, understand and implement.

1.

Be specific and be sure to use clear, assertive language. Avoid
terms like "unless necessary" or "as little as possible", as these
can mean very different things to different people.

2.

Use your plan as a reason to research your options, preferences
and understand what is considered "standard practice".3.
Include your concerns, worries and fears. This is helpful
information for your birth team.

4.
Review your birth plan with your birth team to ensure all
elements are understood. Have them sign off on reading and
understanding your preferences.

5.

Make your birth plan personal. Make sure you understand and
can expand upon your preference, if asked.

6.
Look at other birth plan resources to get additional ideas.7.
Envision and talk through different scenario about how labour
could unfold, with your care provider and support team.

8.
Treat the planning process as an exciting activity, not a chore.9.
Remember to have your birth plan available at the birth!10.
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Care Provider

Baby's Birth Range  _______________ to _______________

Fixating on a specific due date is not recommended, as the
gestation period can vary for each pregnancy. A date range
between 38 and 42 weeks is typically considered “normal” and
healthy.

Care Provider

Day / Month Day / Month

Name           _________________________________

Midwife

Family Doctor

Contact        _________________________________

Obstetrician
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Support Team

Feeling supported throughout the birthing process will lead
to a much more positive experience. Be sure the people you
invite to be part of your team understand your birth
philosophy and will be able to provide calming support. You
may wish to have more than one support person present, as
birth can be a long process.

Support Team

Partner   ___________________________________

                Contact   __________________________

Doula      ___________________________________

                 Contact   __________________________

Family      __________________________________           

                  Contact   _________________________

Friend      __________________________________           

                  Contact   _________________________

Chiropractor     _____________________________           

                 Contact   __________________________
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Location & Environment

Your planned birth place may be your home, a birthing
centre, a hospital or another comfortable location. It is
important to also consider an alternate location, in the event
the need arises.

Identify the ideal environment you wish to create for your
birth.

Planned Location    ________________________________

                 Address    ________________________________

                                    ________________________________

Alternate Location   ________________________________

                 Address     ________________________________

                                     ________________________________

Whether you are planning a home or hospital birth, there are
steps you can take to make your environment as comfortable
as possible.
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Select the elements that would enhance your birth
environment. Add your own elements to the list as well.

Warm Room

Dim Lighting

Comfortable Clothing

Blankets & Pillows Available

Birth/Exercise Ball

Birthing Tub

Shower

Stool/Chair For Use In Shower

Music

Hot Towels

Aromatherapy

Nutrient Dense Foods (nuts, jerky, cut fruit/vegetables,
prepared meals for you and/or your support team)

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________
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Pain Management

Do you wish to focus on natural forms of pain management,
unless otherwise requested? Or, do you plan to use pain
medication if possible?

Natural Forms of Pain Management

Hot Bath/Shower & Birthing Tub

Knowing your options in advance (and any associated risks)
will better prepare you for making any necessary decisions
during the birth. Be sure your support team knows your
preferences so they can advocate your requests.

Hypnobirthing

Changing Position

Chiropractic Care

Naturopathy

Massage

Calm Environment

Hot Towels/Heat Pack

Aromatherapy

Hydration & Eating to Maintain Energy
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Medical Intervention

Communicate your preference with your support team so
they can advocate your requests. Create clear guidelines for
medical intervention consideration.

I would like birth to progress naturally. I do not plan on
using any medical intervention unless a true emergency
arises, at which point my explicit consent is required.

I would prefer to avoid medical intervention, though am
open to it in the following circumstances, with my
informed consent.
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

I am planning to use the following medical interventions:
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
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Birth - First Stage

Preparing for as many possibilities as you can will make
transitions from your ideal vision less stressful.

Contact Birthing Centre/Hospital

Without Complications (check all that apply)

Utilize Active Birth Positions/Natural Pain Management

Vaginal Examinations Performed Only Every ____ Hour(s)

Intermittent Monitoring of Baby's Heart Rate

Given Maximal Time To Birth Naturally

No Artificial Methods of Augmentation (unless requested)

With Complications (check all that apply)

If Induction Required, Start at Lowest Dose Possible

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
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Birth - Second Stage

Progress Naturally Without Time Limits

Without Complications (check all that apply)

Prefer Assistance In Slow Delivery of Baby's Head

Lighting & Noise To Be Kept Low

Slow Delivery With No Traction/Rotation

Baby To Be Delivered By 

Immediate Skin-To-Skin Contact With

Cord To Be Clamped/Cut

You Partner

Immediately

Prefer Umbilical Nonseverance

After ___ Hours

Discover Sex Of Baby Yourself By Announcement

____________________________________________________

You Partner Care Provider

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
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With Complications (check all that apply)

If Epidural Required, Use Minimal Dose Possible

Use Forceps Only If Mom Or Baby In Distress

If Caesarian Required Local General Anesthetic

If Caesarian Required, Following People To Be Present

Partner

Doula

Care Provider

Other  _______________________________________

Discover Sex of Baby Yourself By Announcement

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
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Birth - Third Stage

There are a few things to consider even after the delivery of
your baby (check all that apply).

Decline Oxytocin Injection

Save Placenta

If Airway Suction Required, To Be Performed

If Separation Required, Partner To Stay With Baby

Perform APGAR/Other Assessments In Front Of You

Have The Following Performed

Vit K

Chiropractic Check Up

With Cord Attached

On Your Chest

Antibiotic Eye Ointment

PKU/Heel Prick Test

Request Privacy Following The Birth

If Baby Very Distressed, Prefer Full Explanation of All
Procedures & To Be With Baby At All Times

____________________________________________________
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Design Your Birth Plan

Now that you have completed the birth plan workbook,

summarize your preferences into a 1-2 page document.

Keep your birth plan document as simple and as clear as
possible. Your birth plan needs to be easy to read and
understand.

Review the "Top 10 To-Do's" on page 6 to be sure
you've included all of the important elements.

Need help designing your birth plan? Speak to your
partner, care provider, support team and other
moms (or moms-to-be).

There are many organizations/groups that can
provide support as well. Identify and connect with
the ones in your area.


